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Running a successful 
business can be challenging. 
However, with the right legal 
support and guidance, your 
business will be in the best 
possible position to go from 
strength to strength.

Our approach ensures that we develop an 
understanding of your business and provide 
practical advice tailored to your requirements that 
will allow you to achieve your objectives. 

Our team of experts can advise you on all corporate 
and commercial matters, from business structures, 
buying and selling businesses, succession planning 
to contracts and agreements. 

Agreements & Contracts
We have extensive experience of drafting, 
editing and managing a wide variety of business 
agreements and contracts. Our corporate and 
commercial team will advise you on exactly what 
agreements you should have in place 
going forward.  

We will take a direct, commercially-aware  
approach, ensuring we view your business from 
every perspective so that we can successfully  
tailor the support and guidance we provide. 

We can support you with; 
Terms and conditions
Partnership deeds and LLP agreements
Commercial agreements and contracts
Agency agreements
Shareholder agreements 
Manufacturing or commission agreements

Business Structure
There are varying complexities within a business 
structure that require legal assistance. Whether 
operating as a sole trader, partnership, limited 
company or limited liability partnership, your 
business will receive clear legal guidance and 
support from our team of experts, ensuring that 
you have set the right foundations for success. 

We can help with the following;
Company incorporations
Shareholder agreements
Management buy-outs/buy-ins
LLP members or partnership agreements
Enforcement and interpretation of 
partnership documents 

Buying & Selling Businesses
Business transactions can be complicated and can, 
at times, carry with them potential risks. Because 
of this, we ensure the utmost attention to detail is 
paid to your transaction. 

We can provide guidance on; 
Company and business sales and acquisitions
Company formations and incorporations of 
existing businesses
Management buy-outs/buy-ins 
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Clear, concise legal advice


